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The IDEAL Reloading Tool of the Cowboy era
When Lyman introduced the original 310 tool, more than 100 

years ago, it was named “The Ideal Tool” and was sold as  standard 
equipment for the Sharps, Remington, and Winchester rifles of the 
era. This simple compact reloading tool can go anywhere. Hand 
load rifle or pistol cases, at home, at the range, or in camp.
#Lyman-310-S Lyman 310 Tool for short cases only $54.99
#Lyman-310-L Lyman 310 Tool for long cases only $54.99
Lyman 310 Die Sets ................................#Lyman-310-(caliber)

Die sets include a neck resizing and decapping die, primer 
seater, neck expander die, bullet seating die, case head adaptor.

Lyman 310 Tools, for long or short cases, are sold separately. 
#Lyman-310-30-30 .30-30 Winchester, for long only $60.99
#Lyman-310-38-55 .38-55 Winchester, for long only $60.99
#Lyman-310-38-SP .38 Special & .357, for short only $60.99
#Lyman-310-44-Mag .44 Magnum & .44, for short only $60.99
#Lyman-310-45-LC .45 Colt & .45 S&W, for short only $60.99
#Lyman-310-44-40 .44-40 Winchester, for short only $60.99
#Lyman-310-45-70 .45-70 Government, for long only $60.99
Lyman 310 Adaptor   #Lyman-310-Adaptor
 Adapt your Lyman 310 Tool dies, to fit your 7/8-14 press. It also 
adapts the Lyman Model 55 Powder Measure to a 7/8-14 press. 
#Lyman-310-Adaptor adaptor for Lyman 310 dies $  6.99

The IDEAL Tool

Lyman Precision Loading Dies:
Two Die Sets consist of a full length resizing die with 

decapping stem and neck expanding button, and a  bullet 
seating die with crimp. Two die sets are the reloader’s 
choice for loading jacketed bullets in bottleneck rifle cases. 
 For those who load cast bullets, we suggest the addition of a 
neck expander die, sold separately.
#Lyman-Die-30-30 dies, .30-30 Winchester only $35.99
#Lyman-Die-32-Win dies, .32 Winchester Special only $35.99
 Three Die Sets. Straight wall cartridge cases require a three 
die set, consisting of a full length resizing die with decapping 
stem, a two step neck expander die, and a bullet seating die 
with crimp.
#Lyman-Die-25-20 dies for .25-20 Winchester only $46.99
#Lyman-Die-32-20 dies for .30-20 Winchester only $46.99
#Lyman-Die-38-55 dies for .38-55 Winchester only $46.99
#Lyman-Die-44-40 dies for .44-40 Winchester only $46.99
#Lyman-Die-45-70 dies for .45-70 Government only $46.99
#Lyman-Die-50-70 dies for .50-70 Government only $46.99
 Carbide Pistol Three Die Sets have a carbide sizing die, 
that does not require case lubricant, a one piece hardened steel 
decapping rod, expander die, and a bullet seating die with extra 
seating screws for popular bullet nose shapes, and a crimp.
#Lyman-Die-38-SP carbide dies, .38 Special, .357 only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-44-RU carbide dies, .44 Russian only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-LC carbide dies, .45 Long Colt only $52.99
 Classic Three Die Sets for black powder rifle cartridges have 
standard 7/8-14 threads to fit most reloading presses. These 
 include Lyman’s popular “M” neck expander die, for cast bullets.
#Lyman-Die-40-60 dies, .40-60 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-40-65 dies, .40-65 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-40-70-S dies, .40-70 Sharps Straight only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-60 dies, .40-60 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-75 dies, .45-75 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-90 dies, .45-90 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-100 dies, .45-100 2-6/10” Sharps only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-110 dies, .45-110 2-7/8” Sharps only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-45-120 dies, .45-120 3-1/4” Sharps only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-50-90 dies, .50-90 Winchester only $52.99
#Lyman-Die-56-50 dies,   56-50 Spencer only $52.99

Lyman Black Powder Neck Sizing Dies:
Made to match the Classic Die Sets in black powder rifle calibers, 

you can maintain your fire formed case dimensions, and avoid 
resizing your costly brass cases. These dies size the neck, only. 
Fired cases produce better accuracy, when using the fired case in 
the same rifle, because the body was fire formed to a perfect fit.
#Lyman-Neck-40 .40-65, .40-70 Sharps Straight only $25.99
#Lyman-Neck-45S .45-70, .45-90, .45-100 Sharps only $25.99
#Lyman-Neck-45L .45-110, .45-120 Sharps only $25.99
Lyman Taper Crimp Dies, for Black Powder Cartridges:

Many black powder cartridge rifle loads require compression 
for proper ignition. Firm neck tension helps provide compression. 
Taper Crimp Dies have minimum taper, allowing you to apply proper 
neck tension, without damaging the bullet, for best accuracy.
#Lyman-Die-40-Ta taper crimp, .40 caliber only $19.99
#Lyman-Die-45S-Ta taper crimp, .45-70 to .45-100 only $19.99
#Lyman-Die-45L-Ta taper crimp, .45-110, .45-120 only $19.99

Lyman Reloading Dies Sizing Dies and Top Punches
Lyman bullet sizing dies have 

90° hole spacing. It is easy to 
 lubricate bullets, even with hard 
lubricants. Lyman sizing dies 
feature a tapered mouth, and 
a  hardened interior, insuring 
alignment for a perfectly cylin-
drical  bullet.  These diameters 
 correspond to suggested sizes 
for popular rifle and pistol cali-
bers. Need other sizes? See our 
web site.

Lyman H & I Sizing Dies fit Lyman and RCBS Luber Sizer presses:
 .308” .313” .321” .323” .325” .357” .359”
 .375” .377” .378” .379” .400” .401” .406”
 .408” .409” .410” .427” .428” .429” .430”
 .431” .439” .446” .450” .451” .452” .454” 
 .457” .458” .459” .509” .512”  
#Lyman-HI-(###) bullet sizing die, specify diameter  $25.19

Top Punches ...........................................#Lyman-TP-(number)
Refer to the Lyman bullet mold chart, for the correct top punch.

#Lyman-TP-008 #Lyman-TP-284 #Lyman-TP-495
#Lyman-TP-043 #Lyman-TP-374 #Lyman-TP-649
#Lyman-TP-132 #Lyman-TP-421 #Lyman-TP-658
#Lyman-TP-141 #Lyman-TP-424 #Lyman-TP-663
#Lyman-TP-190 #Lyman-TP-429 #Lyman-TP-677
#Lyman-TP-191 #Lyman-TP-449 #Lyman-TP-678
#Lyman-TP-226 #Lyman-TP-465 
#Lyman-TP-251 #Lyman-TP-470 
#Lyman-TP-(###) specify top punch number, or mold  $9.29

Lyman Shell Holders .............................#Lym-Shell-(Number)
Select the correct shell holder. They fit all reloading presses.

.38 Special, .357 Magnum ........................ #1

.30-30 Winchester, .38-55 Winchester ...... #6

.44 Russian, .44 Colt Open Top ................ #7

.32-20 Winchester, .25-20 ...................... #10

.38-56 Winchester, .40-65 Winchester .... #17

.40-70 Sharps Straight, .40-63 Ballard ... #33

.44-40 Winchester, .38-40 Winchester ..#14B

.450 Marlin .............................................. #13

.45 Long Colt, .45 S&W Schofield .......... #11

.45-70 Government, .40-65, .45-60, .45-90 Winchester .......  #17

.45-75 Winchester for 1876 Centennial Rifle ........................  #36

.45-100, .45-110, .45-120 Sharps ........................................  #17

.50-70 Government, .50-90 Winchester, 56-50 Spencer ....... #22
#Lyman-Shell-(number) shell holder only $6.99

Black Powder Cartridge Shooter’s Tip:
Loaded ammunition is frightfully expensive, today, partly due to 

the cost of brass. The case is the most costly part of any cartridge, 
and is not worn out when fired. It may be reloaded and fired 20 
times or more. Hand loading is profitable, enjoyable, and easy.

The Lyman 310 tool is simple to use, and the dies listed will 
often load calibers not listed. We load our .44 Colt cases for the 
1871 - 1872 Open Top Colt revolver, using .44 Magnum dies. The 
.38 Special dies will load .38 Short Colt or .38 Long Colt, and the 
popular .45-70 die set will quickly pay for itself in cost savings!


